MASINA

SPECIFICATION SHEET

MASINA TABLE LAMP
Gleaming machined brass detailing and a large opal glass shade to
cast a warm and glowing light. Brass upstand with matte-lacquered
brass base.

PRODUCT CODE
MSN0030 – Masina Table Lamp

DESIGN NOTES

As a form, Masina is

BIDE WALL LIGHT
very simple with classic

MATERIALS
Brass, Steel, Glass

proportions. It’s also

Specification Sheet
extremely sophisticated.
FINISHES
Description:
Brushed Brass lacquered as standard
Designed to be used in multiples,The
overlapping
warmth of the light is
and intertwining, to create beautiful sculptural
Powdercoated metalwork
key,ambient
and details make the
silhouettes which exude a soft warm
Custom finishes available
glow, Bide is a playful, contemporary modular

difference. A machined

wall light which can transform and elevate any

DIMMING
interior style. Both functional andbrass
decorative,
the would have
base
Non-Dimmable as standard design combines sophisticated brushed brass and
delicate alabaster with an IP rated
integralfine
LED. but we wanted to
been
Mains dimmable / TRIAC available
echo that halo of light with
Light Source:
5amp plug available
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- 6W IP rated LED

WEIGHT
10kg net, 12kg gross
WIRING
200cm fabric cord provided
Inline switch on cord

116

a white matte lacquered
LIGHT SOURCE
Voltage:
finish. A subtle twist but,
1x LED E27/26 lamp not supplied
- UK/EU - 230V Integral Mains Dimmable Driver
- US
- Currently unavailable for us, an important one.
120/240V,

Small

Material Finish:
- Brass lacquered as standard
- Brass or Nickel Metalwork
- Alabaster Stone Facade
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Weight:
- Large
- Small

= 2.3kg
= 1.3kg

Large

YACHT FIXING
IP Rating:
Yacht / Surface mounted available
- Suitable for wet areas

Bert|Frank

- Correct installation of fixture in a wet area is the
responsibility of the installer.
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This luminaire
contains built-in
LED lamps.
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The lamps in this luminaire
can be changed with custom
LED from manufacturer
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